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PERFORMANCE OF A 10" CONICAL PLUG NOZZLE WITH A STOWED THRUST 
REVERSER AT M A C H  NUMBERS FROM 0 TO 2.0 
by F red  W. Stef fen 
Lewis Research Center  
SUMMARY 
Air was used a s  the primary and secondary fluid. Two primary nozzles were used 
with two different shroud lengths. The smaller primary nozzle simulated afterburner- 
off operation at subsonic speeds when combined with the short shroud, and supersonic- 
cruise operation when combined with the long shroud. The larger  primary nozzle simu- 
lated an afterburner-on acceleration geometry. Nozzle gross-thrust coefficients and 
pumping characteristics were measured. 
The nozzle had a high gross-thrust coefficient at subsonic cruise (0.96 at Mo = 0.85 
and w f i  = 0.02). At a Mach number of 1.97 and a nozzle pressure  ratio of 26 with no 
secondary flow, the nozzle gross-thrust coefficient was 0.950, which was 2 . 3  percentage 
points l e s s  than that for a hinged iris primary-plug nozzle without a thrust reverser .  
The stowed thrust reverser  restricted the secondary flow to  the extent that it would 
be  impossible t o  obtain a corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio of 0.04 from the f r ee  
s t ream below Mach 1.1. However, a corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio of 0.02 
could be obtained from a free-stream source at most flight conditions. 
INTRODUCTION 
In its current program in airbreathing propulsion, the Lewis Research Center is 
evaluating various nozzles appropriate for  supersonic-cruise applications. One such 
nozzle being considered is the low-angle conical plug nozzle. Its performance has been 
reported in reference 1. 
For  some applications, the plug nozzle must also have reverse thrust capability. 
The particular thrust reverser  design considered herein consists of a translating iris 
primary nozzle which can close against the plug surface. The entire jet is then exhausted 
in a forward direction through cascade boxes installed in the primary nozzle leaves, To 
obtain the proper motion, the primary nozzle has an outer wall comprised of spherical 
sections. For subsonic operation, the primary nozzle forms a low -drag circular-arc 
boattail. For supersonic operation, the design permits the extension of a cylindrical 
shroud to  contain the expansion of the exhaust gases. 
This report presents the results of tes ts  made with a wind tunnel model of a plug 
nozzle containing a stowed thrust reverser  of the type just described. Where possible, 
the performance is compared to that reported in reference 1 for a hinged iris primary- 
plug nozzle without a thrust reverser .  
Two primary nozzles were used with two different shroud lengths. The smal ler  
primary nozzle simulated afterburner-off operation at subsonic speeds when combined 
with a short shroud and supersonic-cruise operation when combined with a long shroud. 
The larger  primary nozzle simulated a geometry which would exist at afterburner-on 
power settings. 
The tes ts  were  conducted in the Lewis Research Center 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic 
Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers from 0 to  2.0. At each Mach number, nozzle pressure  
ratio was varied around a typical value for  a supersonic turbojet engine. Corrected 
secondary-weight-flow ratio was varied from 0 t o  0.15. Room-temperature air was used 
a s  the primary and secondary fluid. Nozzle gross-thrust coefficients, nozzle efficiencies, 
and pumping characteristics were determined. 
SYMBOLS 





total pressure  
static pressure  
radius 
T total temperature 
W weight -flow rate 
,9 angular coordinate, measured cloclnvise from top while looking upstream 
r temperature ratio, T ~ / T  P 





0 f ree  stream 
7 inlet t o  primary nozzle 
8 nozzle throat station 
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION 
Nozzle Configurations and Instrumentation 
The model nozzle configurations simulated the important features of a stowed thrust 
reverser  which were expected to influence the forward thrust performance of the nozzle. 
The particular thrust reverser  considered is shown in figure 1. Cascade boxes, which 
would guide the jet gases during reverse thrust operation, a r e  built into the primary 
nozzle leaves. The cascade boxes a r e  sealed from the jet gases during forward thrust 
operation (fig. l(a)) by a circumferential seal. Each primary nozzle leaf has a track,  
which is a segment of a circular a rc ,  attached to i t s  outer surface. The tracks move 
over rol lers  attached to leaf support brackets which a r e ,  in turn, attached to  the leaf 
support ring. As the leaves move aft (fig. l(b)), the leaves close against the plug s u r -  
face and the cascade boxes move downstream of the circumferential seal. In this po- 
sition, the flow is turned forward by the cascades and reverse thrust is obtained. An 
isometric view of the primary nozzle leaves in the maximum-open position is shown in 
figure l(c),  and an isometric view of the leaves in the reverse thrust position is shown 
in figure l(d). This thrust reverser  concept requires no additional moving parts ,  pro-  
vides a circular-arc boattail for low-drag subsonic operation, and permits the extension 
of cylindrical shrouds for  efficient supersonic operation. 
The model nozzle configurations consisted of a 10' half -angle plug with two throat 
geometries (afterburner-on and afterburner-off) and three shrouds (one retracted and 
two extended). The nozzle configurations a r e  shown installed on the wind tunnel support 
model in figures 2 to 5. Figure 6 is an assembly drawing of the nozzle. 
Primary nozzle details a r e  shown in figure 7. The primary nozzles simulated two 
forward thrust positions of the translating iris primary nozzle, The blockage of the 
secondary flow passage by boxes, t racks,  and support brackets was simulated with 
appropriately shaped protuberances on the outside of the primary nozzles. 
Details of the three shrouds a r e  shown in figure 8. One of the two extended shrouds 
had a smooth internal surfa,ce (fig. 4), simulating the extended shroud tested in  refer- 
ence 1. The other extended shroud had axial slots (fig. 5), simulating the geometry 
which would be required to  allow the shroud to  slide over the primary nozzle support 
brackets. Nozzle a rea  ratios and pressure  ratios for  the plug nozzle with the stowed 
thrust reverser  a r e  listed in table I. The same information for s imilar  configurations 
of the nozzle in reference 1 is listed in table 11. The projected plug a reas  downstream 
of the throat (ratioed to the throat areas)  for  both plug nozzles a r e  compared in table III. 
With the afterburner off, the configuration of reference 1 had significantly more  pro- 
jected plug a r e a  than that of the thrust reverser  plug nozzle because in the lat ter  case 
the primary nozzle leaves were translated downstream to  restr ict  the throat area.  The 
minimum geometric secondary flow a reas  (ratioed to  the throat areas)  for  both plug 
nozzles a r e  compared in table IV. The secondary flow areas  for  the thrust reverser  
plug nozzle were significantly less than that for  the nozzle of reference 1. Also note that 
for  the plug nozzle with the thrust reverser ,  the secondary flow a r e a  increased more 
rapidly than the primary flow a r e a  in going from the afterburner-off to  the afterburner-on 
configuration. This is because the cascade boxes moved upstream of the minimum sec- 
ondary flow area.  
The primary and secondary total pressures  and temperatures were obtained by use 
of total-pressure probes, static-pressure taps and thermocouples, as shown in figure 9. 
Installation in 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel 
A schematic drawing of the model support system in the 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic 
Wind Tunnel showing the internal geometry and thrust-measuring system is shown in 
figure 10. The grounded portion of the model was supported from the tunnel ceiling by a 
vertical s trut .  The floating portion was cantilevered by flow tubes from external supply 
mansfolds. The primary air bottle was supported by front and rea r  bearings. The sec- 
ondary air passed through hollow s t ru ts  at station 100.66 (255.68 cm) to  the annulus 
formed between the primary nozzle and the shroud. The axial force of the nozzle, which 
included secondary and external flow effects, was transmitted to  the load cell located in 
the nose of the model. 
A stat ic  calibration of the thrust-measuring system was obtained by applying known 
forces t o  the nozzle and measuring the output of the load cell. A water-cooled jacket 
surrounded the load cell and maintained a constant temperature of 90' F (305.6 K) to  
eliminate e r r o r s  in the calibration due to variations in temperature from aerodynamic 
heating. 
PROCEDURE 
Nozzle performance was obtained over a range of pressure ratios at several  IvIach 
numbers for each shroud length tested. Since tunnel static pressure was fixed at a given 
Mach number, the nozzle pressure ratio was varied by changing the nozzle-inlet pres-  
sure .  The maximum pressure ratio at each Mach number was restricted because of the 
limitations of the primary air supply. The highest pressure ratio obtained was approxi- 
mately 27.0 at Mach 1.97. To  obtain a realistic simulation of important flight condi- 
tions, nozzle pressure  ratio was varied at each Mach number around a typical schedule, 
shown in figure 11, for  a supersonic turbojet engine. At some Mach numbers and pres-  
s u r e  ratios close to the schedule, corrected secondary -weight -flow ratio was varied 
from 0 to about 15 percent. 
DATA REDUCTION 
Both primary and secondary flow rates were measured by means of standard ASME 
flowmetering orifices located in the external supply lines. Thrust-minus -drag meas  - 
urements were obtained from a load-cell readout of the axial forces acting on the floating 
portion of the model. Internal t a r e  forces,  determined by internal a reas  and measured 
t a r e  pressures  located a s  shown in figure 10, were accounted for  in the thrust calcula- 
tion. 
The only external friction drag charged to the nozzle is that downstream of station 
113.49 (288. 3 cm), shown in figure 10. The friction force acting on the portion of the 
model between station 93.65 (237.9 cm) and 113.49 (288.3 cm) was also measured on the 
load cell, but it is not considered to  be part of the nozzle drag. Its magnitude was e s -  
timated by using the semiempirical flat -plate mean skin friction coefficient given in fig- 
u r e  7 of reference 2 as a function of free-stream Mach number and Reynolds number. 
The coefficient accounts for variations in boundary-layer thickness and profile with 
Reynolds number. Measurements of the boundary-layer characteristics at the aft end 
of this jet exit model in the 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel a r e  reported in refer -  
ence 3 and indicate that the profile and thickness a r e  essentially the same as those 
computed f o r  a flat plate of equal length. Momentum thickness varied from 0.0221 d at 
Mach 0.56 t o  0.0152 d at Mach 1.47. The s t ru t  wake appeared to affect only a localized 
region near  the top of the model and resulted in a slightly lower local free-stream ve- 
locity than measured on the side and bottom of the model. Therefore, the results  of 
reference 2 were used without correction for three-dimensional flow effects o r  s t ru t  
interference effects. The resulting correction was applied to the load- cell force. 
Reference 4 has shown that tunnel interference influences the external pressure  in 
the region of the nozzle when this support model is used at  Mach numbers above 1.0. 
For this reason, no thrust data a r e  presented for unshrouded nozzle configurations above 
Mach I. 0. The performance of the shrouded configurations, however, is believed to be 
less  influenced by these disturbances since the exterior surfaces were to be more nearly 
cyiindrical. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The measured thrust and pumping characteristics a r e  presented in this section. 
Thrust characteristics a r e  presented in terms of nozzle efficiency (F  - D) / (F~  + F. ) 
, P  1,s 
and gross-thrust coefficient ( F  - D ) / F ~ ,  p. Pumping characteristics a r e  presented in 
terms of required secondary total-pressure recovery pS/pO and secondary total- 
pressure ratio Ps/p7 
Nozzle efficiency is shown as a function of free-stream Mach number in figure 12. 
Data a r e  shown for both the plug nozzle with the thrust reverser  and a plug nozzle with a 
hinged iris primary flap as reported in reference 1. The pressure ratio schedule of fig- 
ure  10 was used to select the data. At Mach 0 the two nozzles had similar performance. 
At subsonic cruise, the plug nozzle with the stowed thrust reverser  had the higher per-  
formance. For subsonic cruise at Mach 0.9, the plug nozzle with the stowed thrust re-  
verser  had a nozzle efficiency of 0.923 as  opposed to 0.910 for the plug nozzle of refer- 
ence 1. At other power settings and Mach numbers, the plug nozzle with the thrust re-  
verser  had lower performance. 
The afterburner-on geometries a r e  almost the same for both nozzles. Yet at Mach 
2 .0  and W @  = 0.04, for example, the nozzle with the thrust reverser  obtains a little 
over 1 percent less  nozzle efficiency than the nozzle of reference 1, This loss in per- 
formance may result from a less  efficient expansion of the secondary flow because of the 
proturbances in the secondary flow passage downstream of the pressure-measuring sta- 
tion. 
Data a r e  also shown for the afterburner-off extended shroud configurations at Mach 
2.7. The data for  the plug nozzle with the thrust reverser  were actually taken at Mach 
1.97 but at a nozzle pressure ratio of 26 and a r e  thus representative of supersonic-cruise 
performance. At these conditions, the smooth shroud configuration had an efficiency of 
0.965. Slotting the shroud appeared to slightly decrease the efficiency at these condi- 
tions. The data for the nozzle of reference 1 were taken at a nozzle pressure ratio of 
26 but at Mach 0,  and thus has no external drag of any kind. Its efficiency at these con- 
ditons was 0.983. 
Figure 13 shows nozzle efficiency a s  a function of corrected secondary-weight-flow 
ratio. The efficiency of the retracted shroud configurations (figs. 13(a) and (c)) was less 
sensitive to secondary weight flow than the extended shroud configuration (fig. 13(b)). 
Peak efficiency fo r  all  configurations of the plug nozzle with the thrust reverser  occurred 
between 0 and 4 percent corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio. The data for the re-  
tracted shroud configuration of reference 1 indicate that i t s  peak efficiency occurred at 
somewhat higher corrected secondary -weight -flow ratios. 
In figure 14, gross-thrust coefficients and required secondary total-pressure r e -  
covery a r e  presented as a function of free-stream Mach number. The pressure ratio 
schedule of figure 11 was again used. Slotting the extended shroud with the afterburner- 
off primary nozzle had little effect on gross-thrust coefficient at the lower pressure  
ratios shown on this figure. 
The required secondary total-pressure recoveries a r e  shown in the bottom of fig- 
u r e  14. For  some power settings and corrected secondary-weight-flow ratios, second- 
a r y  a i r  must be supplied to the nozzle at pressures higher than free-stream total because 
of choking in the restricted secondary passage. At Mach 0 ,  with the afterburner on, 
shroud retracted, and wJ? = 0.04, the highest pressure recovery is required (Ps = 
1.2 Po) because no ram pressure r i se  is obtained. However, with retracted shroud 
configurations, an wfi = 0.02 may be sufficient for cooling the primary nozzle and 
other engine components, even with the afterburner on. The limited data for  this con- 
figuration and power setting with w d T  = 0.02 show that significantly lower pressure  
recoveries would be required. Also, a t  Mach 1.2, i f  the shroud is maintained in the 
retracted position, an w& = 0.04 could be obtained with a secondary total-pressure re-  
covery of 0.95. At a higher Mach number, possibly 1.4, the shroud could be extended, 
and an w f i  = 0.04 could be obtained with a secondary total-pressure recovery of 0.97. 
Gross -thrust coefficients and secondary total-pressure ratios a r e  presented as 
functions of nozzle pressure ratio in figure 15. The data for the afterburner-off con- 
figurations a r e  presented in figures 15(a) t o  (c) and the data for the afterburner-on con- 
figurations a r e  presented in figures 15(d) and (e). 
The two flagged symbols in the top part  of figure 15(a) indicate that these points 
were obtained by extrapolating the gross-thrust coefficient from an w f i  = 0.03 to  
w f i  = 0.02 at the indicated nozzle pressure ratios. In figures 15(a) to  (e), typical ex- 
ternal  flow effects on nozzle gross -thrust coefficient a r e  shown. By comparing fig- 
u r e s  15(b) and (c), it appears that the extended smooth shroud configuration has higher 
gross-thrust coefficients than the extended slotted shroud configuration above a nozzle 
pressure  ratio of 15. In the bottom parts  of these figures the secondary total-pressure 
ratios required for the plug nozzle with the stowed thrust reverser  a r e  compared to  
secondary total-pressure ratios required by the plug nozzle of reference 1. As would 
be expected, a larger  secondary total-pressure ratio is required for  the plug nozzle 
with the thrust reverser  because of the smaller secondary flow passages upstream of 
the primary nozzle (table IV). A flattening of the curve at the higher pressure  ratios 
indicates choking of the secondary flow. 
Gross-thrust coefficients and secondary total-pressure ratios a r e  presented a s  
functions of corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio in figure i 6 .  The data fcjr the 
afterburner-off configurations a r e  presented in figures 16(a) to (c) and the data for the 
one afterburner-on configuration where w f i  was varied a r e  presented in figure 16(d). 
For w f i  = 0 (and thus F. = 0), i t  is possible t o  directly compare the gross-thrust 
1, s 
coefficients of the nozzle having the stowed thrust reverser  with the nozzle efficiencies 
in reference 1. For  the afterburner-off retracted-shroud configurations (top part  of 
fig. 16(a)), the plug nozzle with the stowed thrust reverser  had a higher value of gross- 
thrust coefficient at Mach 0.9 and a nozzle pressure ratio of 3.82. This effect may be 
caused by a reduced boattail drag resulting from the circular-arc boattail. At Mach 0.9 
and a nozzle pressure ratio of 5.62 (conditions where boattail drag is a smaller  part  of 
the ideal thrust), the plug nozzle of reference 1 had a slightly higher gross-thrust co- 
efficient. The better performance of the reference 1 nozzle may be due to  higher boat- 
tai l  pressures resulting from the more blunt primary nozzle external surface and its 
close proximity t o  the underexpanded primary jet. The secondary total-pressure ratio 
curves for  al l  configurations (bottom parts  of figs. 16(a) t o  (d)) agree fairly well with 
theoretical values assuming choked secondary flow in the minimum geometric secondary 
flow area.  
The gross-thrust coefficients for  the afterburner-off, extended-shroud configuration 
(top par ts  of figs. 16(b) and (c)) were measured at a free-stream Mach number of 1.97 
but at a nozzle pressure ratio of about 26 and a r e  indicative of supersonic-cruise gross-  
thrust coefficients. At w f i  = 0 ,  the gross-thrust coefficient for the plug nozzle with 
the stowed thrust reverser  is about 2 .3  percentage points less  than that for  the plug 
nozzle of reference 1. This could be due to the smaller  projected plug a r e a  (1. 122 A8 
a s  opposed to  1.210 As), and a shorter  internal expansion length (0. 523 d as opposed to 
0.618 d) which would provide less  containment of the initial primary flow expansion. A 
method of characteristics analysis of the two configurations indicates that a difference in 
gross-thrust coefficient of at least 1 percentage point could be expected because of the 
geometric differences and suggests that the afterburner-off throat station of the plug 
nozzle with the thrust reverser  should be moved upstream. If the afterburner-off throat 
station were moved to  the same axial location a s  the reference 1 nozzle, the afterburner- 
on throat station would also move upstream to the curved portion of the plug. The move- 
ment could be minimized by increasing the primary nozzle curvature at the expense of 
some increase in the boattail angle at the trailing edge of the primary nozzle leaves. 
Comparison of the performance in figures 16(b) and (c) shows that slotting the shroud 
decreased the gross-thrust coefficient from 0. 3 to  0. 5 percentage point at a noz 
sure  ratio of 26.0. 
In figure 16(d) the afterburner-on, retracted-shroud configuration of the plug nozzle 
with the thrust reverser  is shown to have a slightly higher gross-thrust coefficient at 
w d T  = 0 than the nozzle of reference 1. Projected plug a reas  for  these configurations 
a r e  approximately equal (0.891 A8 and 0.867 A8) and thus the primary nozzie shape, 
both external and internal, may account for the performance difference. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A wind tunnel model of a 10' conical plug nozzle with a stowed thrust reverser  was 
evaluated over a range of Mach numbers from 0 to 2.0 at appropriate nozzle pressure 
ratios. Room-temperature air was used as the primary and secondary fluid. Two pr i -  
mary  nozzle a reas  and two shroud lengths were used during the tests .  The small pri-  
mary  a r e a  simulated afterburner-off operation at subsonic speeds when combined with the 
short  shroud, and supersonic-cruise operation when combined with the long shroud. The 
larger  primary nozzle a rea  simulated a throat geometry which would exist a t  afterburner- 
on power settings. Nozzle gross -thrust coefficients and pumping characteristics were 
measured and compared to  those obtained from a hinged iris primary plug nozzle without 
a reverser  (ref. 1). The important results a r e  summarized a s  follows: 
1. The nozzle had a high gross-thrust coefficient a t  subsonic cruise (0.96 at Mo = 
0.85 and w f i  = 0.02). At a Mach number of 1.97 and a nozzle pressure ratio of 26 with 
no secondary flow, the nozzle gross-thrust coefficient was 0.950, which was 2 .3  per-  
centage points l e s s  than that f o r  a hinged iris primary plug nozzle without a thrust r e -  
verser .  It a lso had a lower efficiency at all acceleration power settings. 
2. The stowed thrust reverser  restricted the secondary flow to  the extent that it 
would be impossible to  obtain a corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio of 0.04 from the 
f r e e  stream below Mach 1.1. However, a corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio of 0.02 
could be obtained from a free-stream source at Mach numbers above 0.40. Thus, if the 
retracted shroud configurations can be cooled with a corrected secondary-weight-flow 
rat io of 0.02 (exclusive of plug cooling requirements), and if the shroud is extended only 
above Mach 1 .4 ,  i t  may be possible to  obtain the secondary air from a free-stream 
source at all flight conditions above Mach 0.4. 
3. Slotting the shroud to  provide for translation over the primary nozzle support 
brackets had little effect on nozzle performance. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, June 16, 1970, 
720-03. 
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TABLE I. - PRESSURE RATIOS AND AREA RATIOS FOR PLUG 
NOZZLE WITH THRUST REVERSER 
[Overall design pressure  ratio, p7/pO: af terburner  off, 27.55: 
af terburner  on, 15.92.1 
TABLE 11. - PRESSURE RATIOS AND AREA RATIOS FOR PLUG 
NOZZLE REPORTED IN REFERENCE 1 
[Overall design pressure  rat io,  p7/pO: af terburner  off, 26.3; 
af terburner  on, 15. 1.1 
diameter rat io 
etracted,  -0.235 
terburner  o 
TABLE IV. - RATIO O F  MINIMUM 
TABLE 111. - M T I O  O F  PROJECTED PLUG 
GEOMETRIC SECONDARY FLOW 
AREA DOWNSTREAM O F  THROAT 
AREA TO GEOMET WC PRIMARY 
TOTHROATAREA 
NOZZLE FLOW AREA 
fterburner  off 
Leaf support bracket with rollers7 
\ rcircumferential 
Leaf support ring7 ', ,/' seal 
,-Iris leaf with track 
(a) Forward thrust. 
(b) Reverse thrust. C D-10842-28 
Figure 1. - Thrust reverser for plug nozzle. 
(c )  Pr imary  nozzle leaves i n  maximum open position. 
Leaf 
(d) Pr imary nozzle leaves i n  reverse t h r u s t  position. CD-10843-28 
Figure L - Concluded, 
Figure 2. - Afterburner-off, retracted shroud configuration. 
Figure 3. - Afterburner-on, retracted shroud configuration. 
Figure 4. - Extended smooth shroud configuration. 
Figure 5. - Extended slotted shroud configuration. 
la 58 
Station 13;)8 (337.4 cm) 
Simulated cascade box 
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Retracted shroud: I i 0e618 ,r k tended shroud 
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in. ( 24  6 cm) 
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3.88 (9.85) ref. 
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Figure 7. - Pr imary nozzle details. (Al l  dimensions are i n  inches (cm).) 
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ki3 16 slots equally space and 
Figure 8. - Shroud details. ( A l l  dimensions a re  i n  inches (cm).) 
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(Scale: 2/11 
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1.44 (3.66) ref. 
F igure 9. - Pr imary  and secondary instrumentation. 
,-Primary air  metering orif ice ,-Secondary a i r  metering or i f ice 
,/ I 
? Secondary air  
Pr imary a i r  
Vertical s t ru t  --- 
Thicknesslchord ratio = 0.0 
Chord length = 50.25 (127.6 
Station 113.49 (288.3) 
Load cel l  -' \ h a r e  Rear bearing-/' hare-" is tat ion 100.66 (255.68) 
Figure 10. - Schematic view of nozzle support model and a i r  supply systems for 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind 
Tunnel. (Dimensions are i n  inches (cm). 
Figure 11. - Schedule of nozzle pressure ratio w i th  free-stream Mach number 
for four  simulated power settings. 
Afterburner Shroud Corrected secondary- 
configuration weight-flow ratio, 
l d f i  
o on Retracted 0.04 
0 Off Retracted .02 
on Extended, smooth .04 
off Extended, smooth .02 (Mo= 1.97; P71p0 = 26) 
0 off Extended, slotted .02 (No= 1.97; P71pO= 26) 
Off Extended, smooth .O2 (% = 0; P71p0 = 26) 
Flagged symbols indicate Ps  ( PO and Fi  S ' 0 
Solid symbols indicate ref. 1 data 
Figure 12. - Comparison of efficiency of plug nozzle having 
a stowed t h rus t  reverser w i th  efficiency of plug nozzle of 
reference 1. 
~ree-s t ream Nozzle pressure 
Mach number, ratio, 
% P 7 1 ~ 0  
0 0 3.29 
0 .85 5.26 
a .85 3.58 
A .85 2.87 
0 .90 5.62 
e .90 6.00 
n -90 3. a2 
A .90 4.03 
D .90 3.21 
rP .90 3.25 
Solid symbols denote data from ref. 1 
Flagged symbols indicate Ps < Po and Fi, s' 0 U- 
d 0 1.97 
c 26.3 (Smooth shroud) 
a, .98 
.- 
0 1.97 LI 26.6 (Slotted shroud) .- 
- 
a, 
a, 5 .94 
~ h )  aftprhljrner-off, extended-shroud configuration. 
(c) Afterburner-on, retracted-f i r0ud configuration. 
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On Retracted 0.04 
On Retracted .02 
Off Retracted .02 
On Extended, smooth .04 
Off Extended, smooth .02 
Off Extended, slotted .02 
symbols denote acceleration power settings 
symbols denote subsonic-cruise power settings 
Figure 14. - Nozzle performance over fl ight 
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A .90 Mach number, 
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data extrapolated to 
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.90 .88 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P71P0 
(a) Afterburner-off, retracted shroud configuration; w-k= 0.02. (b) Afterburner-off, extended smooth shroud, configuration; w&= 0.02. 
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Nozzle pressure ratio, P7fP0 
(c) Afterburnerdff, extended slotted shroud configuration; wd?= 0.02. (dl Afterburner-on, retracted shroud configuration; w&= 0.04. 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P71po 
(e) A f te rburneran,  extended smooth shroud configuration; w f i =  0.04. 
Figure 15. - Concluded. 
Corrected secondary-weight. 
(a) Afterburner-off, retracted shroud configuration. 
-flow ratio, w d i  
(b) Afterburner-off, extended smooth shroud configu- 
ration. 
Figure 16. - Effect of corrected secondary-weight-flow ratio on  nozzle performance. 
(c) Afterburner-off, extended slotted shroud configuration. (d) Afterburner on, retracted shroud configuration. 
Figure 16. - Concluded. 
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